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Proiko Proikov is a famous Bulgarian artist, animator and director who has introduced a multitude of young artists in the art
of animation. His students will never forget the classes during
which he has shared the professional secrets of the craft without concealing anything, cherishing the wish to see his young
disciples prepared. Animation was everything to him, it was his whole life and its meaning
Proiko was an innovator who simplified and perfected the technology of classical animation
and introduced a modern approach to the work. He had been studying this art ever since his
childhood years, his idols being Walt Disney and Norman McLaren.
Throughout his lifetime he collected books on the laws of movement and was happy that he
succeeded in transferring all his knowledge to his students. He was one of the first who integrated the movement of live action and animated characters in a single film.
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Proiko was not a public figure. He was awarded by the Union of Bulgarian Film Makers (for his
overall performance and for animation in particular), received awards at international festivals (Leipzig, Moscow, Varna) as well as a Special Diploma granted at the Festival of Festivals
in London in 1980. An yet, what was most important to him was that his films were liked by the
audience and viewers enjoyed them.
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Ladies and gentlemen,
The term “Bulgarian Animation School” was mentioned for the first time in connection with the Bulgarian Films Programme at a festival in Romania in
1970, where our country was awarded the collective
prize for selection. But the very beginning of the
“Bulgarian Animation School” was set even earlier
in the early 1960s, by names like Todor Dinov, Donyo Donev and Stoyan Dukov. The “Bulgarian Animation School” imposes the parochial miniature with a
philosophical subtext, the game with absurdity, the
folklore and the national character.

Bulgarian Institutions
MINISTRY OF CULTURE

NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE

The basic functions and tasks of the Ministry of Culture
are to develop, coordinate and conduct the state policy
for protection and development of culture.

The main responsibilities of Bulgarian National Film
Archive at the moment are: to acquire, restore, preserve
and store film and film related archival artefacts of the
national and world culture; all kind of audio-visual documents with documentary, historic and cultural significance; to organize the film libraries by cataloging them
and preparing the supporting documentation; to use
the libraries for science and research; to screen films on
education and cultural events.

The international cooperation is consistent with Bulgaria’s policy in the fieldof international relations, the
priorities of development of Bulgarian culture, agreeing
with the legal basis. International cooperation includes
activities such as recognition of Bulgarian cultural
presence and the position of Bulgarian culture; building
of a positive image of Bulgaria as a stable partner in
international cultural policy and international relations
and planning, coordinating and supervising the work of
Bulgarian cultural institutes abroad.
17, “Al. Stamboliiski” Blvd.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel. + 359/02/94 00 900
Fax: + 359/02/981 81 45
E-mail: press@mc.government.bg
www.mc.government.bg

36, Gourko Str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Repertoire: +359 (2) 987-02-96
Film archive: +359 (2) 987-13-92
Library: +359 (2) 986-23-75
Fax: +359 (2) 987-60-04
E-mail: filmoteka@bnf.bg
www.bnf.bg

NATIONAL FILM CENTER

SOFIA MINUCIPALITY - CULTURE DEPARTMENT

The Bulgarian National Film Center is an Executive Agency of the Bulgarian Ministry of Culture that administrates
the implementation of the Film Industry ct (FIA). The
main functions of the Agency are to finance film production, distribution and exhibition of films, to support the
promotion of Bulgarian films in this country and abroad,
to keep the register under FIA, to stimulate the development of the film culture.

Prepares the cultural calendar of Sofia Minucipality, the
summer program, festivals and previews , including international participation, as well as events with national
institutions, art union, regional administrations, etx and
coordinates the actions of Sofia’s “Culture“ program.

2A, Dondukov Blvd., 7th floor
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: + 359 (2) 9150 811
Fax: + 359 (2) 9150 827
E-mail: nfc@nfc.bg
www.nfc.bg

4, Slaveikov Sq., 4th floor
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
tel.: + 359 (2) 988 20 08
fax: + 359 (2) 986 20 99
E-mail: dko_so@mail.bg

Since then, the Bulgarian animation cinema has
gone a long way. The young generations of animators do not miss their chance to experiment with
colour, rhythm, sound, plans, faces, and spaces…
They prove that it does not matter with what
funding you have, whether your movie is shot in a
35-millimeter camera, or digitally captured, whether
you are a graduate, a student, or you have an extensive experience behind your back. In the recent work of animators, we are increasingly seeing a
serious interpretation of the global themes of modern times.
Bulgaria hosts also numerous international meetings among various film schools from all over
the world, placing its name on the map of the Balkan, European and world film capitals. The international festivals for animated films not only present significant and innovative works from
the contemporary cinema world in front of the audience, but also foster successful collaboration between local and international filmmakers.
I believe that the creative process in the Bulgarian cinema needs continuous improvement
and care, because in every film the level of thinking in the field of literature, music, fine arts
and plastic arts, science, technology, informatics and the economy of the nation is reflected.
Because, according to Jean-Luc Godard, “cinema is not an art, filming life. Cinema is in-between
art and life: it both takes from and adds to life.” And the Bulgarian animation cinema gives us
a lot of power and emotion, a philosophical look at life and self-esteem. I believe that the Bulgarian animated films will become more and more popular throughout the world, and they will
win prize after prize even at the most prestigious world cinemas. Irrespectively of whether it
concerns for projects like Teodor Ushev’s “The Blind Vaysha”, which was nominated for “Oscar”
for a short animated film, or “The Golden Apple” by Dimitar Petrov, which attracted the audience before being completed, or the new ideas of the “Golden palm” winner Rumen Petkov.
I congratulate the team of the Bulgarian Association of Independent Cartoon Animation Artists
(BAICAA), “Proiko Proikov” for continuing to “draw” strong bridges between young professionals
from around the world. I believe that in this catalogue everyone could find excellent ideas for
new successful creative partnerships.
BOIL BANOV
Minister of Culture
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BULGARIA FUNDING FACTS

BAICAA

State Aid

General Info

The Executive Agency National Film Center (EA NFC) is a subsidiary to the Ministry of Culture of
Republic of Bulgaria and is solely responsible for the implementation of the Cinema Industry Law (CIL). It is
the main financing body for film in Bulgaria with an annual budget of about BGN 15 000 000
(EUR 7 600 000). The subsidy for Animation in 2020 is roughly EUR 567 000.

Bulgarian Association of Independent Cartoon Animation and Artists - Proiko Proikov. The
Association was created 2009 year in Sofia, Bulgaria from some of most creative contemporary
bulgarian illustrators and animation artists. We are now officially 264 members, spread all
over the globe. With our partnerships, competitions and events, we helped many of them buy
equipment, find jobs and projects. We regularly hold creative meetups, inform about news and
important events and help the members in many other ways.

Only companies registered according the Bulgarian Trade Law and registered as producers, distributors or
exhibitors at the Bulgarian National Film Center can apply for funding. The state support is allocated to film
projects, selected by a National Commission of experts on a competitive basis.
Bulgaria is already well known for its participation in many awarded co-productions with countries like
Romania, Macedonia, Germany. Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium, France, Serbia, Finland, Greece, Turkey
among others.
For the support of more co-productions the Agency administers a funding program for minority co-productions of feature films (over 70’), short features (between 15 and 30”), short and feature length documentaries
and animation. Every year the Agency announces four application calls for minority co-productions. You can
find more about state funding at www.nfc.bg/en/funding/

Every year the Bulgarian National Film Center has:
* two application deadlines per year for feature films, documentaries and animation;
* four deadlines per year for minority co-productions;
* one deadline per year for co-productions with TV broadcaster with national coverage.
The legal rate of support for Bulgarian productions is as follows:
- at least 30% of the average budget from previous year for the type of film production (feature film,
documentary or animation);
- Up to 50% of the budget of the film project, where for difficult films the legal amount is up to 80%, but no
more than 70% of the average budget for the previous year of the respective type of film production (The
definition of difficult film production according to the Bulgarian Film Industry Act reads: ‘A film production
the sole original version of which is in Bulgarian language and the budget of which does not exceed the
average budget for the previous year of the respective type of film production is regarded as difficult).
- No less than 75 per cent and no more than 160 of the earmarked public funds under the Act shall be spent
on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria.

Creative Europe Program
CREATIVE EUROPE MEDIA The Creative Europe MEDIA program supports the EU film and audiovisual industries financially in the development, distribution and promotion of their work. It helps to launch projects
with European dimension and nurtures new technologies; it enables European films and audiovisual works
including feature films, television drama, documentaries, new media to find markets beyond national and
European borders; it funds training and film and video games development schemes. A financial guarantee mechanism for Cultural and Creative Sectors was launched at the beginning of 2016. MEDIA/ CREATIVE
EUROPE MEDIAand Bulgaria Bulgaria was part of MEDIA family since 2002. The MEDIA’s information desk in
Bulgaria was opened in 2003, while the Creative Europe MEDIA’s, in 2014.
The official website of the desk is: http://www.creativeeurope.bg

One of the goals of the Association is to contribute to the unification and development of the
potential of Bulgarian animators, and we are uploading their works daily, to stimulate them
and to be visible to producers and animators from all over the world in order to finding projects and work.
Our website is at www.baicaa.org and it contains information about BAICAA, its members, a
gallery and news. The gallery contains animations, graphics, backgrounds, paintings, and character designs and can be seen at: www.baicaa.org/en/gallery/

Goals for 2020
With this publicaton, we aim to extent our effort and present BAICAA, its members and their
projects at local and international events, such as film festivals, markets, meetups, etc.

Governing Board
Nadezhda Dimitrova Slavova
office@baicaa.org
Juri Sekulov Ivanov
animationfamily@abv.bg
Evgeniya Grozdanova Spasova – Ivanova
animationfamily@abv.bg
Katia Nikiforova Mankova
katia.mankova@gmail.com

Contacts
1303 Sofia, 8 Zone B-5, en. A, 9 floor., ap. 46
mobile: +359 887 603 470; +359 887 301 207
phone: +359 2 9294500
www.baicaa.org
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THE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL (IAFF) GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA,
started its activity in October 2010 in Sofia and is the first festival of the art of animated films in
Bulgaria since the new century. It is held every spring in May and is one of the most attractive
cultural events in Bulgaria! The festival is a bridge between professionals from all over the world
and succeeds in showing the best of Bulgarian and world animation, aiming to stimulate the
creative expressions of animators from all over the world. IAFF GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA plays a
key role in the animation industry because it is organized by animators who produce animated
films themselves which are interesting for people of different generations. IAFF Golden Kuker Sofia shows a high level of professional performance and a huge international participation with
plenty of works of talented people from all over the world.

During the festival and throughout the year, animators and audiences have the opportunity to
attend professional master classes led by world-renowned directors and animators, exhibitions,
seminars, round tables, presentations and impressive events related to the art of animation.
Each year the festival focuses on the preservation of the environment, a traveling festival is held
in the country as well, travelling in 10 cities in 2019, with over 5000 attendees.
It is organized by the animation studio ANIMART Ltd. www.animart-bg.com and the Bulgarian
Association of Independent Animation Artists (BAIAA) “Proiko Proikov “(Legendary Bulgarian animator) www.baicaa.org/en/gallery/ - a nonprofit organization. The Association was created and
chaired by Ms. Nadezhda Slavova (animator, director and screenwriter of many animated films),
she also created the festival as she its director.
Festival guests from all over the world have the opportunity to participate in tourist trip destinations in order to see the sights of our beautiful and unique country Bulgaria. The grand prize
is “GOLDEN KUKER”, the Special Prize is in the name of “Proko Proikov” and there are also other
awards in different categories. IAFF GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA is supported by the National Film
Center, the Sofia Municipal Council, Sofia Municipality, the National Culture Fund, the Bulgarian National Television, the Bulgarian National Radio, the American Embassy, the Czech Cultural
Center, the Hungarian Cultural Center, the Polish Institute - Sofia, the French cultural institute
and by business companies in Bulgaria, who became its partners.bravely rolled up her sleeves
and together with her colleagues from BAICAA organised The International Animation Film Festival Golden Kuker-Sofia. She then became an Art Director of the festival and carried out its 1st
edition.
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Nadezhda Dimitrova Slavova

A few words to all fellow artists and animators

baicaa.org

As the creator and Chairwoman of the Bulgarian Association of Independent Artists
and Animators BAICAA ‘’ Proyko Proykov ‘’ and Director of the International Animation
Film Festival “GOLDEN KUKER – SOFIA”, in all their years of existence, we, with a great
dedication stubborn labor and professionalism (with personal resources in most cases), we managed to give a strong impetus to the development of Bulgarian animation.
We strongly motivated not only our members - the young animators, but also students
and students from schools and universities in Bulgaria.
Through master classes and creative workshops, Bulgarian students and young enthusiasts managed to touch the top of the world animation.
In order to increase the popularity of the Bulgarian animation cinema and the discovery of new talents, since 2009 till now I tried to gather in one ‘’ place ‘’ for all Bulgarian animators scattered around the world and in Bulgaria, extremely talented artists
who make animation cinema and to organize each year the International Animation
Film Festival “GOLDEN KUKER – SOFIA”.
So I made an association to collect them and called it the purest, honest and talented
animator Proyko Proykov, who trained many young animators and made some of the
most valuable films.
The most important objective of our Association is to contribute to the unification and
development of the potential of Bulgarian animators, the development of Bulgarian
animation cinema, support and protection of Bulgarian animated artists, the organization of festivals and meetings in the field of cartoons, the active exchange and contacts with foreign animation artists and elevating the prestige of Bulgarian animation
cinema around the world.
January 2020

Nadezhda graduated from the National Fine Arts Academy. She is an animator, artist,
director and screenwriter and creates animation and corporative films, painting murals, graphics, illustration, cartoon, ceramics. She publishes caricatures in newspapers and magazines.
Her author films are: of the film “WOW”, “Lucky”, “Kva-kva”, “The Flea”, “The Dream of varmint”, ‘’The Minutes of Pony
and Rudy’’, “The World of Deya” and 22 animation films by famous children’s songs.
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BAICAA 2020 Stats
264 Members, 55 Included in this Catalogue
27 % Illustration as their primary skill
For 16 % Animation and Directing
Many use 3D techniques in projects for Games,
Animated Series and Visual Effects.

TOP Universities
Krastyo Sarafov National Academy for Theatre and
Film Arts
New Bulgarian University

Animation
Animation is the process of creating the illusion of motion and shape change by means of
the rapid display of a sequence of static images that minimally differ from each other. Animations can be recorded on either analogue media, such as a flip book, motion picture film,
video tape, or on digital media, including formats such as animated GIF, Flash animation or
digital video. To display animation, a digital camera, computer, or projector are used along
with new technologies that are produced. Animation creation methods include the traditional
animation creation method and those involving stop motion animation of two and three-dimensional objects, such as paper cutouts, puppets and clay figures. Images are displayed in a
rapid succession, usually 24, 25, 30, or 60 frames per second.

Skills needed

Career progression in role

Most animators start as a 3D artists and work
their way up, or move across from handdrawn 2D animation.
• Experience of 2D or 3D animation
• techniques
• 3D modelling or rigging is useful
• Life drawing or acting skills
• A feel for character, movement and timing

Some animators progress to senior animator
positions and then become head of an animation department. Many positions are available for gaming projects, as well as animated
series and feature films that are currently
under development. Top recruiters require:

Qualifications needed

Salary guide for Bulgaria

An art degree helps to show you have the
ability and the discipline to apply yourself.
• An art-related degree is preferable.
• Online courses are a good option

Salary: BGN 18,000 - 26,000 annually
Senior Artists: BGN 33,000 - 48,000 annually

•
•
•
•

Experience of 2D or 3D animation techniques
3D modelling or rigging is useful
Life drawing or acting skills
A feel for character, movement and timing
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3D Art

Game Design

The process of creation of a any digital three-dimensional surface of an object, using specialized software. The product is called a 3D model. It can be displayed as a two-dimensional
image through a process called 3D rendering or used in a computer simulation of physical
phenomena. 3D Modelling differs and requires specific limations, related to the project,
whether its a film, game, of animated short. The model can also be physically created using
3D printing devices.

Game design is the art of applying design and aesthetics to create a game for entertainment
or for educational, exercise, or experimental purposes. Increasingly, elements and principles
of game design are also applied to other interactions, in the form of gamification.
Game design creates goals, rules and challenges to define a board game, card game, dice
game, casino game, role-playing game, sport, video game, war game or simulation that produces desirable interactions among its participants and, possibly, spectators.

Skills needed

Career progression in role

Skills needed

Career progression in role

•

Depending which area you specialise in, you
can go on to become a senior 3D artist, or
head of a department, such as modelling,
texture or layout. Then, as your experience
and skillset grows, it’s possible to rise
through the ranks to become a VFX supervisor, and lead on the entire project (or at least
a big chunk of it) from conception to completion.

•
•

Once you have extesive production experience, the natural progression from this role
is to become a Senior Game Designer or
ultimately a Lead Game Designer.

•
•
•

Experience of 3D modelling, texturing,
lighting, etc.
Autodesk Maya and Autodesk 3ds Max
preferred, ZBrush is a plus
An eye for detail and realism
Meticulous and methodical

Qualifications needed

Salary guide for Bulgaria

An art-related degree is always valuable,
whether that’s in fine art, illustration, computer animation, graphic design or film.
Attending specialized courses in 3D is a great
way to position yourself above the next
applicant. However, studios will be looking
at your specific abilities as a 3D artist, and
so it’s essential that you have a showreel, or
at least a portfolio of your work.
• An art-related degree is preferable.
• Online courses are a good option

Salary: BGN 23,000 - 30,500 annually
Senior Artists: BGN 33,000 - 44,000 annually

•
•
•
•
•

Experience creating concept work.
An exceptional understanding of human/
creature anatomy and strong traditional
art skills with the ability to communicate
dynamic character poses and expressions
A strong portfolio showcasing a wide
variety of skills in character, environment
and prop design
Experience in storyboarding
Comfortable of working in a variety of
art styles
Extensive knowledge in Photoshop or
similar software
Good understanding of 3D packages to
extend traditional skills such as Autodesk
Maya or ZBrush

Qualifications needed
A qualification and proven drawing skills in
Fine Art and Graphic Art are required for the
role of Game Designer. Other related subjects
such as Animation, Illustration and Graphic
Design are also suitable, but a portfolio and/
or showreel of experience and proven skills
is necessary for employers.

Salary guide for Bulgaria
Salary: BGN 23,000 - 30,500 annually
Senior Artists: BGN 33,000 - 44,000 annually
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Rumen Petkov Los Angeles, USA
Animation, Directing, Art Direction
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In memoriam

Rumen is a cartoon and animation artist and director, born in Sofia in 1948.
After a life full of art and creation, he passed away in June 2018, a few months after
turning 70.
Fate led him to graduate from Sofia Art School in 1967. He became one of the artists
of the comics magazine „Rainbow“. In the autumn of 1969, he started working at
„Boyana“ Cinema center as an animator and was influenced by many, but mostly
from director Donyo Donev. Rumen has made a myriad of films, many of which
received awards at international animation at festivals in Germany, Japan, Finland.
He valued most the 1984 Cannes “Palm d’Or”, for the film “Marriage”,
completed in collaboration with Slav Bakalov. Mr. Petkov’s film
Monkeys (1981) was named one of the ten best animated films in the
world at the Hiroshima Festival in Japan.
Based on his comic book characters came his animated series “The
adventures of Choko and Boko” (11 episodes).
Rumen created the first Bulgarian animation feature “Treasure Planet”
in 1982. His other films as a director and art director include:
Dagata, 8’ (1989)
Modus Vivendi, 9’ (1986)
Arhipelag, 7’ (1985)
Jenitba (shared with Slav Bakalov), 5’ (1985)
Maymuni, 8’ (1981)
Alternativa, 10’ (1978)
Stalbata. 9’ (1976)
Shans, 7’ (1976)
San, 9’ (1975)
Formula, 8’ (1973)
Mis ostrov, 8’ (1973)

After 2010, Rumen regularly visited Bulgaria for animation workshops, during the Golden Kuker festival
For almost twenty years, Rumen Petkov did not feel an inspiration to paint. One day, his grandson arrived at his
house carrying a small white elephant. Mr. Petkov had just returned from Africa where he had also seen elephants.
At that moment, he felt the inspiration to paint that elephant through the eyes of his grandson clenching the
elephant with a cosmic amount of love. This painting is currently in the home of Mr. Petkov and it depicts
Mr. Petkov’s whole family as well as his dead ancestors throwing stars from the sky on a big white elephant.

In recent years, Rumen has worked as on a number of TV series, such
as “Tom and Jerry,” “Johnny Bravo”, “Dexter’s Laboratory,” “Cow and
Chicken”, “The Powerpuff Girls” and others.
Since 1998, alongside his work on animation projects, he taught Direction in animation at the CALARTS Institute in California.

In recent years, Rumen created the sequence of 13 oil-on-canvas paintings titled, “Dreams”
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Atanas Mihalchev Montreal, Canada
Graphic Design

atanasmihaltchev.ca

Bobbo Andonova Sofia, Bulgaria

Illustration, Character Design, Game Design
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instagram.com/bobbo_andonova

Atanas was born in Bulgaria and has finished the Academy of Applied
Arts in Prague, Czech Republic in 1980. After living in France for several
years, he settled in Quebec, Canada, where he teaches photography and
graphic design.
Atanas Mihaltchev is an filmmaker and interdisciplinary artist, who has
won several awards for his original creations. He exhibits his work
nationally, and internationally.
He is a member of the International Association of Hand
Papermakers and Paper Artists (IAPMA). He has participated several
times in the Amateras Sofia Paper Art Fest.

From very early age, Bobbo was aspiring to be an artist, and she was
making sure every wall on her home to have some kind of doodle on it!
She got her professional start in 2013 as a game designer for a mobile
game studio. Since then, her path would take her through exciting
projects for various clients. Her strive is to create different and exciting
characters for every project she works for. Bobbo’s side routine includes
creating short animations, photography and enjoying dogs in general.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Boyan Yordanov Sofia, Bulgaria

Illustration, Concept Art, Background Art

boyanbosilek.com

Dimitrina Angelska Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration
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artstation.com/dimik

Working in the whole spectrum of the entertainment industry. During his
PhD in Veliko Tarnovo University, he found the pleasure of teaching. His
first passion was street art, hence his fascination in visual communication,
calligraphy and illustration. His professional interest is aimed at books
and comics, and his work style is highly influenced by the world of fairy
tales, myths and fantasy.

The role of an artist in culture is to bring forth elements of being that
have not entered yet the collective consciousness. Art is what moves
our culture forward! I chose the career of an artist, because that professional path allows me to do what I wanted since I was a child, to solve
problems and discover new realms. I graduated from the Academy of Art
with a Masters degree in Concept Art. Since then, I worked two successful
kickstarter projects for board games, in a game company and as a freelancer. My future goal is to create my own studio and IP.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2017
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Dimitar Dimitrov Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Animation, Illustration

vimeo.com/user26596415

Dimitar Hristov Dobrich, Bulgaria

Graphic and Web Design, Art, Photography

Dimitar Dimitrov - Animiter is born on March 30th 1975 Sofia Buglaria. He
got his Master’s degree as an Animation Director at NATFA in 2003 graduating from Professor Donyo Donev’s class.
Director, animator, editor, co-writer and sound designer of 13 short
animated films, which participated in over 300 international animation,
shortfilm, new media, video art festivals, receiving over 30 awards.
He is recently employed as a full time 3D artist in Gameloft and works
for Nova TV .

Besides family, Dimitar’s world is obsessed with painting and photography. He started shooting as a student - a Minolta /a film camera/ was
his first camera, a gift from his father. This camera proved to be a good
helper in his coursework. And gradually he became addicted ...

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019

Dimitar has an MA in Advertising Design at The National Academy Of
Arts. Currently, he is the Creative Director in PIMDESIGN – multimedia
design studio and Artist photographer in 54ka.
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54ka.org
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Dimitar Petrov Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Illustration

studiozmei.com

Dimitаr is currently the Creative Director/CEO of “Studio Zmei”, as well
as the showrunner/art-director of “The Golden Apple” series project.
Before “Studio Zmei”, he specialized in layout and background design for
animation, and did some freelance and studio work, including for places
such as Cartoon Network Studios Europe, Huts JWT and Strata
advertising.

Recent projects: I, Elvis Riboldi - creative director for all Studio Zmei episodes,
Tokuda Bank 25 year video - Director
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Dorina Boneva Varna, Bulgaria

Illustration, Animation, Caricatures, Character Design

behance.net/animafan

Emiliya Iskrenova Pernik, Bulgaria
Illustration, Graphic Design, Painting
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behance.net/emiliyaiskrenova

A digital artist born in Varna, who also keeps practicing in the classic
style of drawing. Dorina percieves herself as an artist because she draws
many different things from backgrounds and characters to caricatures
and illustrations for children’s books, T-shirts, or simply as gifts. She’s
also an animator, one of her projects was a short intro for the 2011’s FLIP
Festival in Wolverhampton, UK.
Currently, she’s a freelance designer, selling her caricatures and other
artworks on Facebook, but always open to new and challenging projects
and collaborations.

Emiliya has loved drawing and painting since forever. She has graduated
in Animation from the Art College of Visual Arts in Sofia (Bulgaria), then
completed an animation course in the Film and Television Institute of
Western Australia. Emiliya has created two short animated films as an
author - animator.
She has worked as a Graphic and UI Designer for many years, but her
artistic roots remain and grow - now in writing and illustrating children’s
books. After traveling and living abroad, Emiliya has settled back home
in Bulgaria with her family.

Recent projects: 2017

Recent projects: 2019
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Evgenia Spasova Pernik, Bulgaria
Animation, Illustration, Concept Art
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jenispasova.wixsite.com/animationportfolio

Evgenia works as an illustrator and game designer / animator. She has
worked for a long time as a 2D animator and supervisor in Budapest and
Sofia for full-length animation films and serials.

Recent projects: 2019
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Evtim Todorov Sofia, Bulgaria

3D Modeling, Animation, Concept Art

artstation.com/evtim

Evtim is a 2D and 3D artist. He received his bachelor’s degree in traditional arts in 2012 from the University of “St. st. Kiril i Metodi” in Veliko
Tarnovo in Bulgaria. There he studied a variety of art disciplines such as
sculpture, oil painting, drawing, graphics, etc. He has expert knowledge
in Zbrush, Maya, 3ds Max and Adobe Photoshop, After Effects, Marvelous
designer, Substance Painter and experiance working with game engines
like Unity, Unreal and Cry Engine.

Recent projects: 2019

Bringing Vision to Life
Create. Work. Inspire.

Full range of VFX Ser vices
3D Scanning

Motion

On-set supervision

Capture

ART

CGI

wwfx.net
vfx.office@wwfx.net

Sofia, Bulgaria
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Francisco de Borja Panadero Romero Sofia, Bulgaria
Animation, Illustration, Character Design

borparo.artstation.com

His passion for drawing and animated films took Borja Romero from
Valencia, Spain, where he was working as a graphic designer, to Vancouver, to
study character animation. After he graduated from Vanarts back in 2004, he
went back in Spain, jumping into advertising, as an animator, storyboarder
and vfx composer for toy companies like Playskool, Megablocks, and
Smoby, and for Spanish stop-motion short films The Werepig and Vicenta
from Conflictivos Productions. Borja has been always a bit of wonderer, and
for a couple of years (2009 -2010) he taught the intro course to Autodesk
Maya for Professionals in the The Animation Workshop, before moving to
Sofia, Bulgaria. He keeps drawing with the same passion every day.

Recent projects: 2019
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Ivan Berov Sofia, Bulgaria

Animation, Illustration, Background Art

behance.net/Berov

Ivan Bogoev Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Background Art, Graphic Design, Illustration
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ivbogoev.wixsite.com/graphic-design

Born 1985, Ivan graduated a school of fine arts in his home town of
Dobrich. In 2007 he finishes his education in Computer Technologies in
the university of “Bishop Konstantin Preslavsky”. Since 2006 he has been
working as animator and illustrator in different studios in Bulgaria, doing
work for game projects, animation and comics.

Ivan is a versatile artist with experience and realized projects and exhibitions in the field of graphic techniques, acrylic and oil, dry pastel, comic,
caricature, animation, illustration for children’s literature and digital conceptual art. With 15 exhibitions, three of which abroad, a short animated film,
and book illustrations for the publishing house Janet 45, Ivan has made an
ardent and utter commitment to creating new horizons for the development
of his talents. Nowadays Ivan works as a senior graphic designer.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Ivan Spasov Sofia, Bulgaria

artstation.com/ivanspasov

Digital Art, Producing

Ivelin Dimitrov Gabrovo, Bulgaria

3D Modeling, Animation, Concept Art
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facebook.com/The Art Of Ivelin Dimitrov

Ivan is a Digital Artist. Art takes a big place in his life - it’s the one
thing that can get me in a good mood, regardless of what’s happening
around. Outside of art, he works as a Producer and Editor-In-Chief on
Combat Sports programs - TV, PPVs, etc.

Born 1989 in city of Gabrobo, Bulgaria, in 2011 Ivelin graduated „Art College“ in Sofia, subject animation and later, and in 2015 a BA at
New Bulgarian University with the same specialty.
Author of tree animation films- „Evolution“(2011), „H2O“(2015), „Civilization“(2015). Participated in world festivals and exhibitions. Worked on
MMO game for Waphoo studio during 2015-16. Worked on motion pictires
for WorldWideFX during 2017-18. Worked on multiple animation series
during 2019. Ivelin does digital and classic drawing, 2D and 3D animation,
3D modeling and texturing and VFX.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Kaloian Toshev Sofia, Bulgaria

Art Directing, Illustration, Painting

mzkmzk.com

Kaloyan Stoyanov Sofia, Bulgaria

Concept Art, Illustration, Matte painting
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facebook.com/stoyanovartbg

A visual artist, illustrator and designer, mainly focused at drawing female
portraits. Drawing is his passion and his way of exploring new boundaries. His works are often colorful and vivid and a blend between illustrations and digital art.
Kaloian’s works had been featured various print and digital publications,
most significant of which are Illustration Now! 4 - an annual illustration
book by Taschen, 52 Aces Playing Cards by zeixs, The Design and Design
book of the year, FormFiftyFive, Behance homepage and many more.
Kaloian has been working with big name clients like Absolut, Audi, Ballantines, Heineken, Coca-Cola and Wacom.

Also know as Stoyanov Art, Kaloyan is a freelance artist using traditional,
as well as modern, digital methods of creating his works. For the past
several years, he is focused on themes related to Bulgarian Renaissance.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Hristo Pavlov Sofia, Bulgaria

3D Modeling, Animation, Concept Art

NATFA “Kr. Sarafov”

artstation.com/h_pavlov
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Hristo is a 3D Artist at WWFX - NU Boyana film studios, currently
working as 3D environment and virtual production artist. In his
free time he likes to create characters and creatures and make
animations.

Recent projects: 2019

The National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts (NATFA) is the first Bulgarian tertiary school and one
of the top European educational institutions in the field of the stage and screen arts. The Academy was
founded in 1948 and remains the only state-funded educational institution of its kind in the country.
Every year NATFA admits approximately 220 students. NATFA’s academic staff includes working artists,
critics, researchers and pedagogues in the field of the stage and screen arts. The Academy’s graduates
acquire a wide variety of creative, critical, performing and productive skills and qualifications.
The international cooperation on all levels of artistic and academic exchange has always been among
NATFA’s top priorities. The outstanding achievements of the Academy’s graduates are recognized
through their yearly participations in numerous national and international students’ and professional
festivals, workshops, seminars, congresses, conferences and symposia.
Three degrees of higher education are available: bachelor’s, master’s and PhD, in the field of the stage
and screen arts.
Bachelor’s programmes: Drama Theatre Acting, Puppet Theatre Acting, Physical Theatre, Drama Theatre Directing, Puppet Theatre Directing, Stage and Screen Design, Theatre Critical Studies and Management, Theatre Production, Film and TV Directing, Film and TV Cinematography, Film and TV Editing, Film
and TV Sound, Film and TV Production, Film and TV Design, Photography, Animation, Playwriting and
Screenwriting, Screen Studies and Journalism.
Master’s programmes: Stage Arts Management, Theatre Art, Public Speech, Screen Arts Management,
Educational and Therapeutic Puppet Theatre, Screen Directing, Acting for Theatre and Cinema, Stage
Arts Directing, Design for Interactive Media.
Consultations for prospect-students: June, July and August (on a schedule)
Admission documents: August
Admission exams: 1 – 10 September
Address: Bulgaria, 1000 Sofia, 108A “Rakovski” St., tel: +359 2 9231 303 (271, 225)

www.natfiz.bg
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Ilka Peycheva Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration, Storyboard Art

instagram.com/ilkapeycheva

Hristo Trenev Sofia, Bulgaria

Illustration, Storyboard Art, Background Art
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facebook.com/trenevartstudio

Ilka Peycheva is an illustrator born in Varna, Bulgaria. She worked as a
storyboard artist for multiple productions in WorldWide FX. In 2008-2009
she was part of the team working on Konstantin Vitkov’s 2D animation
“Judo Monkey”. Ilka has four individual exhibitions: “Record the Street”,
2010, Sofia; “Girls’ Records”, 2011, Sofia; “My Records”, 2011, Sevlievo; “Do
you remember how it used to be?”, 2012, Sofia.
Ilka took part in “The Big Art Show” group exhibition (2007) in Philadelphia, USA and in “Supermercato in Neverland” (2012) in Bolzano, Italy.
She is co-founder and designer of Vintage Sofia and Shirtwise.

Hristo was raised in his hometown Sofia in a artistic family. During 20002005 he studied in an Art school, Graphic Design in the class of Georgi
Savov. He later mastered in the National Art Academy Design for Children’s Environment in the class of Professor Theodora Mehandova. After
graduation, he worked in two studios as an artist and graphic designer,
until 2009. Since then, he has been freelancing, making caricatures,
storyboards, comic books, illustration, street art and so on.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Martin Punchev Sofia, Bulgaria

Character Design, Digital Sculpting, Education

vertexbee.com

Martin is a freelance character artist. He loves the whole process from
ideation and concepting to all the technicalities in production. Bringing
a character from idea to completion is what he enjoys the most. During
the last years he had the chance to work on various projects ranging
from TV series, illustration, toy design, concept art and game art. He also
has a deep passion for teaching and run regularly Zbrush and character
design workshops at Cgzen.com

Recent projects: 2019
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Maya Bocheva Sofia, Bulgaria

Directing, Animation, Illustration

49
tatcreative.com

Maya has worked on the development, drawing and animation of mobile apps, PC games, books, educational materials, designs and many
others, in the education field. She has als created films, schoolbooks
and games for school and kindergarden projects. A select list of her
clients include Microsoft, Disney, Hudson Soft Co, Sopharma, Chipi,
Ecobulpak, Ecopak, Ministry of Environment and water, Intime, Speedy,
EVN, Foundation Elevator Safety, many publishers in Bulgaria, as well
as many other smaller clients.

Recent projects: Why is the honey so sweet? (2019) Which letter is that? (2019)
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Mina Zlateva Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Animation, Painting

minazlateva.com

Mira Yankova Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Animation

Mina is passionate about many fields of art. After graduating from the
National School of Fine Arts “I. Petrov” in Sofia, Bulgaria, specialization in
Sculpture, she enrolled at the National Academy of Theater and Film Arts
“Kr. Sarafov” in Sofia, programme Animation. Since then she has been
working as 2D animator and director. Participating in world animation
festivals with her crazy parody graduation film “Unfairy tale” and later
with explosive animation music video. As an Artist, she partiticipates
in exhibitions with fine art drawings, sketches, paintings, graphics and
photographs.

Born in Sofia, Bulgaria. Graduated from the National Academy of Fine
Arts and has a Master degree from New Bulgarian University in ‘Cinema and TV Directing’. She works as 2D and 3D animator, set-designer
and assistant director. Mira Yankova is Bulgarian visual artist, working
in the field of video-art. Her video-art works were featured in Venice in
a Collateral event of the 57th Venice Biennale 2017, and in a number of
international curatorial projects in Lisbon, London, Bogotá, Vienna e.t.c.
“Butterfly & Mouse” is her first short film.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Miroslav Dimitrov Sofia, Bulgaria

Art Direction, Web Design, Animation
12 years working as a graphic designer, animator and web designer:
2006 - 2008 working at Pixeldepo (Dobrich) as a web designer;
2008 - present working at eDesign in Sofia as an art director and web
designer.
Select Awards: FWA, AWWWARDS, DAVEY, W3, CSS design awards, Forbes,
The Lovie awards, Webby awards.

Recent projects: 2019
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edesign.bg
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Mira Miroslavova Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration, Art Direction

facebook.com/miraillustrates

Mira Miroslavova,born in June 1996, is an artist based in Sofia,Bulgaria
with years of experience in illustration and art direction. She has graduated from Manchester Academy with a profile in English literature and
textile design. Ever since she was a young child she had developed a
strong passion for children’s books and their illustrations. This passion
never went away and after her return to Bulgaria she began working as
a freelance illustrator. In 2018 she published her first and second book
- “Princess stories and other extraordinary events” with Ribka publ. and
“Ahmed and the Oblivion Machines” - Ray Bradbury with BGkniga publ.

Recent projects: The series “The adventures of Lisko” (2019)

Miroslav Petrov Sofia, Bulgaria

Concept Art, Illustration, Art Direction
Miro started drawing at the age of 16 when he was playing games more
than 10 hours a day when he realized that this is his vocation and he
must follow it. After lots of long, painful nights of hard work and skills
improvement he decided to step into digital art. His hobbies are in
photography, watching movies and playing games for inspiration. The
favorite artists list of his include Paul Bonner, Frank Frazetta, Craig Mullins, Jon Foster, Aleksi Briclot, Marko Djurdjevic, Justin Sweet and many
more. He works as a freelancer for many companies around the globe.

Recent clients: Midwinter Entertainment, NHN, Yotta Games, IGG
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artofmiro.com
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Nikolay Bebenov Sofia, Bulgaria

Illustration, Storyboaring, Comic Art

nickbebenov.blogspot.bg

Nowadays a cartoonist and cartoon illustrator, Nikolay has graduated
from Varna Free University “Chernorizets Hrabar”, at the Faculty of Film
and TV Art in Sofia, Bulgaria, with specialty “Directing for animation.”

Nikolay Gerdzhikov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animation, Illustration

57
artstation.com/nikolaygerdzhikov

He has many participations in exhibitions, festivals, planners and made
exhibitions in Bulgaria, Germany and Czech Republic.

Nikolay is a 2D digital artist and illustrator. He graduated with an MA in
Animation at NATFA “Krastyo Sarafo”. He participated as an animator in
two short films under the direction of Boris Despodov, and for full-length
animation of Anri Kulev.
Since 2010 he has been working as a 2D artist in the Game industry for
leading companies in Bulgaria, having an experience and as a freelance
illustrator and working out for an American’s project for a Trading Card
Game. Nikolay also creates cartoons, storyboards, special effects, 3D,
concept art and digital illustration.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Nikolay Mihaylov Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Producing, Animation

www.nixonanim.com

Nikolay Nikiforov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animation, Compositing, VFX

59
nikolayz.com

Nikolay, a.k.a. Nixon is a seasoned trainer in 3D Graphics, Rendering
and a certified V-Ray Instructor. Since 1998, he has been working as an
animator, producer and visualization expert for advertising, architectural, TV, film and web projects. Following his graduation in ‘Animation’ at
New Bulgarian University, Sofia, he became a lecturer at the University
of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy. Nikolay is in charge of
International relations for Golden Kuker Animation Festival, as well as a
jury member of Computer Space forum. He is the CEO of CastFolio, the
mobile app for the entertainment industry and one of the founders and
editor-in-chief of CGArt social network.

Nikolay grew up with computers, starting with programming to later dip into
CG. He has worked for print, web, broadcast and movie industries, always
trying tо improve his skills and deepen his knowledge about the principles of
creating a broad range of visuals: from breathtaking art and VFX to successful
brands. His expertise includes color theory, composition, logo design, UI/UX,
motion graphics, 3D modeling, texturing and shading, character animation
and expressions, VFX, photo- and video-graphy, matte keying, 3D tracking,
rotoscoping, workflow automation by scripting custom pipeline tools. With
respect to the standards, he’s open to the new, always trying to find ways to
express the client’s vision and send strong messages to the audience.

Recent projects: Angels in Action doc 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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Nousha Royanova Varna, Bulgaria
Illustration, Graphic Design, Painting

dabovilista.com

Petar Stanimirov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration
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peterstan.com

Nousha graduated Art school in 1988. Her first job was designing ads for
newspapers and magazines in Boston, MA.
Nowadays, she is illustrating children’s books for Bulgarian publishing
houses “Fyut” and “Skorpio”. In 2015 she founded her own publishing
house, “Oak leaves”. She wrote and illustrated the series “Jack and
Emma”, which includes six books so far. The last book that she authored
is “Zho the Frog” and in 2018 it made an impression at the children’s
books exhibition in Bologna. In 2019 came of of print her new books
“Why not?”, “Armagedil and Chintalche” and the seventh in the series
Jack and Emma – “Fatib and Condy”.

Peter’s name associated with the comics magazine “Rainbow” and “Pleiad
Publishing House”, book covers of Stephen King, with the boom of game-books
in Bulgaria. He worked as an art director in “Haemimont Games” and organized
many comics exhibitions as chairman of the section “Comics” at the Union of
Bulgarian Artists. From 2013 to 2017, he illustrated the tetralogy “The Ring of the
Nibelung“, and in 2018, a graphic novel with the same name for Kibea Publishing.
In 2019 he released “Seven Urban Sins” - graphic novella for adults with Siela
Publishing. He has created illustrations for the series of classic novels “Peaks”
for “East-West”. In 2019, the comic book and illustrations “The Robot Chapek” was
awarded the prestigious prize for children’s literature “The Pen”.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: “Seven Urban Sins” 2019
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Plamen Slavov Sofia, Bulgaria
3D Modeling, Animation

psychopatzo.wixsite.com/ps3d

Plamen is a 3D artist with passion for game art and funny animations.
His background is in traditional sculpting and painting, graduating from
National School of Applied Arts “Prof. Venko Kolev” - Troyan in 2007.
He has solid knowledge in the basics of sculpture, ceramics and painting.
Afterwards, he studied Graphic in St. Cyril and St. Methodius University
of Veliko Turnovo and did his Animation BA (Hons) at the De Montfort
University Leicester, UK.
For the last more than five years he has been working in the game
industry, creating 2D and 3D assets.

Recent projects: 2019
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Peter Daskalov Sofia, Bulgaria

Animation, Concept Art, Storyboarding

vimeo.com/user4287577

With his vast experience in many creative fields, since 1990, Peter has been
designing characters, animating, directing and creating documentaries,
animated films and videos, film score and acting.

Petko Slavov Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic Design, Animation

He studied at the Arts Academy at Tumen and the Sofia Art School, to later
work in Boyana Film Studios. Peter masters a multitude of tools, including
software like Anime Studio Pro, Autodesk Maya, Adobe Photoshop, Soni
Vegas, Adobe Premiere Pro and is a virtuoso at playing the bass guitar, as
well as the drums.

Petko is currently working as a digital illustrator, content designer,
developer and a part time slave for his cat Pipi. He has always been
interested in drawing and animation, but my his main speciality is
Japanese language and Classical Japanese literature. Lucky for him, he
has found a way to combine both of his passions and for the past few
years is developing educational apps and games for the Japanese
Ministry of Culture and other Japanese institutions at Team OKINA Ltd.
His strenghts are in user interface design, as well as 2D graphics and
animation.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: 2019
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team-okina.com
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Petya Evlogieva Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration, Painting

www.лиска.com

Plamen Prokopiev Sofia, Bulgaria
Producing, Directing, Graphic Design
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paykodesign.blogspot.bg

Petya is happily married with two lovely daughters. She has a BA in
Animation from New Bulgarian University, but for the past 10 years, her
character designs are mainly turned into tatoos. She’s also proud to be
a part of the Golden Apple series. Her latest project for the last 3 years
is called “Liska”- a personal cartoon design of a fox. Liska is the main
character of funny books and comics. Liska is a part of real life situations, that every working mom like her needs to deal with in the real life.
Petya a super happy person, who travels a lot and enjoys life. She’s really
happy to have the chance to develop herself in the art career, where she
has always wished to be.

Scripts, animation and directing and participation in over a hundred
animated films.

Recent projects: Liska 2019

Recent projects: 2019

2019 - Animation for two documentaries
2019 - Five Safe Traffic Videos
It implements logo design and branding projects in 10 countries.
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Rositsa Zaharieva Sofia, Bulgaria

Illustration, Character Design, Concept Art

artofroz.com

Roza Kolchagova Sofia, Bulgaria

Directing, Illustration, Screenwriting
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paykodesign.blogspot.bg

Fascinated with drawing ever since she was a child. These days she’s
mostly drawn to humans and other creatures with human traits, but she
also experiments with buildings, props and environments from time to
time. She also loves to include fantasy, magical and folklore elements
in her work. Rositsa draws and paints mostly with Krita (krita.org) and
strongly supports it as a viable free and open source alternative to
Photoshop, both for amateur and professional work.

Roza graduated the Fine Art school “Iliya Petrov” and in 2005 NATFA
“Krastyo Sarafov”, in the class of Donyo Donev. Her student film “The
dream of a dog” and her graduate film “How Pipi learned to fly” were
selected in a number of very prestigious festivals like Annecy. She has
been working for many years at the Bulgarian National Television as a
screenwriter, production designer and animator in the children’s department. Her last animated short, “Grandmother” traveled the world in
hundreds of international festivals and won the Golden Kuker award, as
well as a Russian festival award, and the Grand Prize at Chili’s Children
animation festival.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: Baba, 2017
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Silviya Ivanova Sofia, Bulgaria

silviya.penpressured.com

Animation, Illustration, Directing, Storyboarding

Sofia Sokerova Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration, Painting

Silviya is a cheerful, well-mannered person, with a positive look on
life and a great love for film and ladybugs. She has been involved with
painting and art her whole life and regards animation as a natural
extension of that. Silviya works in the field of 2D animation (both digital
and traditionally drawn), character design, concept art and board game
illustration. Her debut animated film “Midnight elegy” has been selected by more than 30 festivals around the world and has won numerous
awards. In her spare time Silviya curates programmes and organizes
events with animated films. She is also a member of The Union of Bulgarian Filmmakers.

Sofia Sokerova was born in 2005 and is currently a student at the High
School for Fine Arts - Sofia.

Recent projects: Rescue heroes 2019 - 14 episode webseries for Fisher-Price

Recent projects: 2019

She has strong interests developing in the field of 2D animation and
illustration as she has already won several youth competitions.
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Stefan Marinov Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Animation, Illustration

stefanmarinov.webs.com

Svilen Petrov Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration
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behance.net/s-pov

Stefan works in 2D and 3D Animation, Cinematography and Photography. His
projects involve Graphic design, Stage design in Visual arts(VFX), Illustration
and caricature. He has an MA in Animation Directing from New Bulgarian University and later received a PhD in Advertising and Design from the Technical
University of Sofia.
His short films “The crow, the fox and the cheese” and “Nothing out of something” have been screened to international film festivals and won animation
awards. Nowadays he works in Cultural institutions, Media and Advertising.
He has many participations in exhibitions, film festivals and TV programs in
Bulgaria, Turkey, Italy, Australia, France and Russia.

Also known as “spovv”, Svilen is an illustrator and designer. He has
been drawing since he was a kid and always used that skill in every job
had — graphic designer, web designer, UI designer, and so on.

Recent animations: 2019

Recent projects: Escape Funky Island, Stranger Cases, Puzz! – Pet Lovers (2019)

Practicing as a professional illustrator since 2014. Additionally, he is the
founder of www.spovv.com.
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Svetlin Velinov Varna, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration

velinov.com

Tsvetan Uzunov Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Illustration, Painting, Graphic Design

Born in 1979 In Varna, Bulgaria. He is graduated in fine arts from
National School of Arts “Dobri Hristov” in his hometown and continued
as a student in Sofia, where he did his BA in Animation Directing at
New Bulgarian University. Soon after, he started his professional career as
a comic artist, graphic designer and painter. For the past 20 years, Svetlin
has been working in the Entertainment Industry as a freelance concept
artist and illustrator for films and games.

Tsvetan Uzunov, also known as Tse, is graffiti, visual and design artist
from Plovdiv. After he graduated Academy of Music and Fine Arts with
design, he is focused mainly on freelance. Later he studied Animation in
The Academy of Arts at Novi Sad, Serbia. He works in several fields of art
- illustration, design, calligraphy photography and graffiti and has participated in a number of exhibitions in Bulgaria and Europe. Tse doesn’t fix
himself on certain shapes or patterns and it seems he always strives to
be a different type of artist every day.

Recent projects: Magic the Gathering

Recent projects: 2019
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cdart.eu
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Velislava Gospodinova Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Art Direction, Animation

velislavagospodinova.com

Victoria Dimitrova Sofia, Bulgaria
Visual Art
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behance.net/condemned2love

Velislava was born 1986 in Sofia, Bulgaria and graduated with a Master’s
degree of animation directing from New Bulgarian University. Her films
“The Lighthouse” 2009 and “The Blood” 2012 have been screened to
numerous international film festivals and have been certified with reputable awards. She was also selected at the prestigious Berlinale Talent
Campus. She works as a freelance art director, storyboard artist and animator. In 2014 she founded her own production company in Sofia – “Red
Stroke” and realized her last short animation film “Firebird” 2017.

Victoria is a graduate from the National Academy for Theatre and Film
Arts “Kr. Sarafov” with an Animation Director degree. She works in the
animation field, focused around the 2D Medium in Visual Development
and Video Creation. Her body of work is influenced by traditional animators, including artists such as Satoshi Kon and Al Hirschfeld. She has
several years of experience in character design, illustration, video editing
and storyboard. Her canon is in her drawing skills, therefore she tends to
describe her style as sandwiched somewhere between doodle-ish and
semi-realistic.

Recent projects: Firebird 2017

Recent projects: 2019
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Viktoria Gosheva Sofia, Bulgaria
2D Art, Illustration, Graphic Design

behance.net/viktoriagosheva

Viktoria is a 2D artist. She received her bachelor’s degree in traditional
arts in 2007 at the University of Veliko Tarnovo “St. st. Kiril i Metodi” /
Bulgaria/ and master’s degree in Art History at the National Academy of
Fine Arts /Sofia, Bulgria/.
Currently she is working as a graphic designer and freelance illustrator
on various projects.

Recent projects: 2019

Yana Popova London, United Kingdom
Illustration, Art Direction, Concept Art

yappyarts.com

Yana is an award winning freelance illustrator based in London, UK and
also the Co-Founder/Art Director of the Bulgarian publishing house ‘’Soki
and Moki Books’’. She specializes in children’s book illustration and visual development, loves creating expressive characters and enjoys working
with rich and vivid color schemes.

Recent projects: The Christmas Adventure of Zhana Pompon; The Adventures of
Mr.Macaw; Scavenger Scout Rock Hound.
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Yoanna Viktorova Sofia, Bulgaria

Concept Art, Illustration, Storyboard Art

drawly.info

Yonko Donev Sofia, Bulgaria

Art Direction, Directing, Producing

Yoanna started drawing as a little kid and art has been a forever faithful companion in her life ever since. She studied at the National School
of Applied Arts “Saint Luca” Sofia. After graduation, Yoanna began her
career as a colorist and illustrator for amilova.com. Between 2012 - 2015,
she worked as an illustrator at Imperia Online, having an amazing time
there, but eventually decided to experience a freelance career. Yoanna is
currently a freelance artist, doing what she loves!

Yonko finished his Master’s degree in Animation directing from New Bulgarian University in 2012.
He has produced and directed the animated shorts “Counterproductive”
- 2007 “Civilization” - 2010 and “Longing” - 2012, “The circle of 99“ - 2018
He has participated in several international cartoon forums and presented a project for children’s animated series “Frogy and Frogrance” in
Annecy, France, and the Cartoon Forum (Toulouse, France) in 2014.

Recent projects: 2019

Recent projects: ”The circle of 99” 2018
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Zlati Krumov Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Animation, Illustration, Painting
Zlati is born in 1966 in Plovdiv.
He graduated from NATFA animation school & Sofia animated film studio
courses in 1989. Courses in theory of the drama, live drawing, 2D classic
animation, layout.
Works as a freelance caricature artist.

Recent projects: 2017
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A

Danny Lazarov, dani_lazarov@abv.bg

Adrian Ivanov, ivanov.adrian@gmail.com

+359 883 359 599, +44 7490005800

Adriana Daskalova, adriana_daskalova@yahoo.com

Denitsa Dimova, ddimova@mail.bg

Aleksandar Ivanov, a_ivanov88@abv.bg

Denitsa Todorova, deny.todorova@gmail.com

Alexander Zahariev, alexanderzah@gmail.com

Desislava Daskalova, desislavadanielova@abv.bg

Alexander Filipov, alex3dfilm@gmail.com

Deyan Georgiev, hello@georgiev.com

Alexander Razmov, anrazmov@gmail.com

Diana Kirkova, d.kirkova90@gmail.com

Ana Baltova-Verkeil, ana.baltova@gmail.com

Diana Monova, diana.i.monova@gmail.com

Anamaria Anastasova Krusteva, kikaaa86@abv.bg

Dilyana Bozhinova, halldora@mail.bg

Anastasi Petrov, tshteslaven@abv.bg

Dimana Doykova,

Angel Manov, amanov@abv.bg

+359 885 225 631, dimana_doikova@mail.bg

Angela Pencheva

Dimitrina Angelska, dimitrinaangelska9@gmail.com

+359 889 132354, p.dimensions15@gmail.com

Dimitrina Georgieva, zdr_deedee@abv.bg

Anita Toncheva, ani_mator@abv.bg

Dimitar Kostadinov, samson@gbg.bg

Anna Milusheva

Dimitar Dimitrov, animiter@gmail.com

24

+359 887 474478, annamilusheva@gmail.com

Dimitar Hristov, mitko@pimdesign.org

25

Antoaneta Chetrafilova, achetrafilova@abv.bg

Dimitar Petkov, animaline@abv.bg

Atanas Mihalchev, am@hartiatoys.com

20

23

Dimitar Petrov, dimitar@studiozmei.com

26

B

Dorina Boneva, dorinajboneva@gmail.com

28

Bianka Tashkova, bianka_14@yahoo.com

E

Bogomila Todorova, boggii04@abv.bg

Elena Draganova, draganova.elena@gmail.com

Boris Klisurski, klibbor@gmail.com

Elena Nikolova, elen.nikkol@gmail.com

Boris Stoyanov, crowling.b.s@gmail.com

Elena Rapondzhieva, elena@studiozmei.com

Borislava Andonova, bobbo.andonova@gmail.com

21

Elena Valeva, edvaleva@gmail.com

Borislav Grancharov, boroni@abv.bg

Elitsa Ilieva-Stoykova, elicailieva@yahoo.com

Boryana Krasteva, borjana22@gmail.com

Ema Ruseva, ema_rus@abv.bg

Boyan Yordanov, boyan.y.yordanov@gmail.com

22

Emil Sergiev, + 359 882 794 379 esergiev@yahoo.com

Boyko Kanev, bkanev@abv.bg

Emil Simeonov, emil@babywarrior.com

C

Emiliya Iskrenova, emiliya.iskrenova@gmail.com

Christo Karaivanov, +359 878 904 776, mediafilm@abv.bg

Encho Andreev, d4hardcore@abv.bg

D

Eugene Linkov, euglink@gmail.com

Dalibor Rajninger, drajninger@yahoo.com

Eva Pesheva, eva.tsvetkova@gmail.com

Daniel Kombakov, kokombas@gmail.com

Evgenia Radoeva, jeni_radoeva@abv.bg

29
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Ina Stanisheva, ina@stanisheva.com

M

Nadezhda Todorova, the.absentee@gmail.com

+359 887 805 830, animationfamily@abv.bg

Irina Vitanova, irina_vitanova@abv.bg

Marcella Georgieva, marchela_georgieva@yahoo.com

Nadya Stamenova-Florova, cineflor@abv.bg

Evgeniya Rogova, samsarata@gmail.com

Ivan Abadzhiev, ivanabadjiev@abv.bg

Margarita Stamenova, margie@abv.bg

Natali Gancheva, natali.gancheva@gmail.com

Evelina Daneva-Rajninger, efelunaluna@yahoo.com

Ivan Hlebarov, ivanxlebaroff@gmail.com

Margarita Vassileva, margavas@abv.bg,

Natalia Atanasova, viva_85@abv.bg

Ivan Ivanov, nev_ltd@abv.bg

Marin Petrov, marin.petrov@hackandpaint.com

Nayden Nikolov, naydentn@gmail.com

Evgenia Spasova

Evtim Todorov

30

32

+359 885 228 992, evtim_georgiev_todorov@abv.bg

Ivan Berov, ivan@berovbros.com

36

Maria Avramova, maria@atementertainment.com

New Boyana FX

F

Ivan Bogoev

37

Mariya-Desislava Kasabova, md.mariadesislava@gmail.com

+359883412924, martin.georgiev@nuboyanafx.com

Fiko Fikov, fiko.fikov@gmail.com

+359 877493308, ivbogoev88@gmail.com

Marian Florov, cineflor@abv.bg

Nguen Thao Kim Ngan, animegirl4u@abv.bg

Filip Carov, trasher_beatbox@abv.bg

Ivan Koritarev

Marta Andreeva, marta_andreeva@yahoo.com

Nikola Nikolov, moop@abv.bg

Filip Hitov, +359 887 083 131, philip_hitov@hotmail.com

Ivan Spasov, ivan.ognqnov@gmail.com

38

Martin Evlogiev, evlogiev_martin@yahoo.com

Nikolay Bebenov

Ivelin Dimitrov, ivelin.dimitrov.imd@gmail.com

39

Martin Marinov, martin019@abv.bg

+ 359 888 553 646, bebenovnikolai@abv.bg

Francisco de Borja Panadero Romero, borparo@gmail.com

34

G

Ivelina Ivanova, +359885022331, ivi.ivanovaa@gmail.com

Martin Punchev, +359883307509, vertexbee@gmail.com

46

Nikolay Gerdjikov, ngerdjikov@yahoo.com

Galina Rankova-Dzhambova, galia_djambova@dir.bg

Ivet Koyumzdieva

Maya Bocheva, wickyhousemail@gmail.com

48

Nikolay Gorgorov, niki_gorgorov@abv.bg

Galina Vasileva, ma4u4a@gmail.com

K

Melina-Elina Bondokova, melinaelina@pavilioncreative.net

Nikolay Ivanov, nikolaymotion@gmail.com, bikebs@abv.bg

Georgi Kaytzanov

Kalin Balchiyski, kalorag2@abv.bg

Miglena Kyulavska, kyulavska@gmail.com

Nikolay Ivanov Dimitrov, vihrad@gmail.com

+358 887 869 299, george_kaytzanov@yahoo.com

Kalina Decheva, bubamar@abv.bg

Mihail Popov, mihail.popov@triunyx.com

Nikolay Kirkov, +359 888004231 office@enterstudio.bg

Gergana Georgieva, melbojia@abv.bg

Kaloyan Toshev, kaloian@mzkmzk.com

40

Milena Ivanova, lena.svetlinova@gmail.com

Nikolay Kyuchukov, nikolai_960@abv.bg

Gergina Georgieva, g.georgieva98@gmail.com

Kaloyan Stoyanov, stoyanovarts@gmail.com

41

Milen Vitanov, milen_vtn@yahoo.com

Nikola Nikolov, moop@abv.bg

Gergina Vasileva, gergina.v@abv.bg

Katia Munkova

Milena Popgeorgieva, milena.popgeorgieva@gmail.com

Nikolay Mihaylov, nixonanim@gmail.com

Gizi Pirinska, gizi1963@gmail.com

+359 899 124 518, katia.mankova@gmail.com

Mina Mileva, minamileva@hotmail.com

Nikolay Mustakov, nikolay.moustakov@virgin.net

Gloriya Shugleva, glory.l.s@abv.bg

Katia Vassileva, katiavassi@gmail.com

Mina Zlateva, zlateva.mina@gmail.com

Gospodin Nedelchev – Dido, didofilm@gmail.com

Kiril Todorov, kitotodorov@yahoo.com

Mira Dineva, miradineva@mail.bg

H

Kosta Atanasov, kosta@thefireinside.us

Mira Miroslavova, +359988981866, gandjulova@gmail.com

52

Nikolay Popov, grim_ripper@gbg.bg

Hristina Petrova, gerhi@abv.bg

Koycho Karaivanov, koycho_karata@abv.bg

Mira Yankova, mirajankova@yahoo.com

49

Nikolay Prodanov, nikprodvn@protonmail.com

Hristo Ibrishimov, hristoibrishimov@yahoo.com

Kristian Sarbinov, kris_0618@yahoo.com

Miroslav Dimitrov, +359 878399101, acrime@mail.bg

51

Nousha Royanova, +359889197069,

Kristina Dancheva, kr.dancheva@gmail.com

Miroslav Petrov

53

nousha.royanova@yahoo.com

L

+359 886 478 866, mikeypetrov@gmail.com

O

Lachezar Stoykov, l_b_stoykov@abv.bg

Miroslav Taskov Mirchev, mirchevvv@yahoo.com

Orlin Nikolov, orlin@orlinsvision.com

I

Laurent Moing, laurent.moing@wanadoo.fr

Miroslava Ancheva, miroslava_aneva@abv.bg

P

Iliyan Obretenov, pabirok@abv.bg

Lyubo Yonchev, lyonchev@gmail.com

Miryana Dimitrova, miryana.kd@gmail.com

Pavel Pavlov, paffilm@yahoo.com

Iliyan Tsvetanov, Iliyan_tzvetanov@abv.bg

Lyubomir Hristov, mrakobesniq@gmail.com

Monika Lazova, mooonika89@abv.bg

Pavlina Varbanova, polyvar@gmail.com

N

Pejcho Ivanov, metallicer.bg@gmail.com

Nadezhda Slavova, office@baicaa.org

Petar Stanimirov, stanimirovpeter@gmail.com

Hristo Pavlov

42

+359 889 920 941, pavlov_hristo@yahoo.com
Hristo Trenev, trenev.design@gmail.com

Ilka Peycheva
+359895839229, ilkaishappy@gmail.com

45

44

Lyubomir Spirov, +359885110724, lss90@mail.bg

v

48

Nikolay Nikiforov, teseract@abv.bg
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56
57

58
59

Nikolay Penev, penev_design@abv.bg

60

61
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Peter Daskalov, peter_daskalov@abv.bg

64
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Slavyanka Stambolova, slavianka.stambolova@abv.bg

Tsenka Koumdzhieva, zenka@abv.bg

Yoanna Viktorova, drawly14@gmail.com

Peter Popdonev, ppdonev@gmail.com

Smilen Savov, smilen.savov@abv.bg

Tsvetelin Krastev, timkrastev@gmail.com

Yochka Dimitrova, yochka.dimitrova@gmail.com

Petia Mihaleva, petty_anim@yahoo.com

Sofia Sokerova, s.sokerova@gmail.com

Tsvetomir Krumov, ckkrumov@abv.bg

Yonko Donev, +359888333432, yonko.donev@abv.bg

Petko Modev, jmodev@abv.bg

Sonya Lazarova, s.s.lazarova@gmail.com

Tzvety Sarkisyan, tzvety_sarkisian@abv.bg

Yordan Lazarov, danny_lazarov@abv.bg

Petko Nedyalkov, petkonedyalkov@abv.bg

Stanislav Karmashikov

V

Yordan Radanov, radanov@mail.orbitel.bg

71

Petko Slavov, plashivranov@gmail.com

65

+359 884374511, skarmashikov@abv.bg

Valentin Atanasov, valopaint@yahoo.com

Yuliana Mihaylova, uleto2001@yahoo.com

Petya Evlogieva

66

Stanimir Georgiev, stanimir777@gmail.com

Valeri Petkov, valio_real@abv.bg

Yurii Sekulov, +359 898 211 047, animationfamily@abv.bg

+359889257933, j5ja_ev@abv.bg

Stanislav Tsvetkov, stanimation@mail.com

Vanesa Angelova, sakummu@abv.bg

Yvet Kuyumdjieva

Petya Mihaleva, petya_tire_petia@yahoo.com

Stefan Atanasov, flipp@abv.bg

Vanya Ivanova, huliganska@gmail.com

Z

Plamen Baurenski, skyart@abv.bg

Stefan Marinov, +359 889580553, stefanzm@yahoo.com

72

Velislava Gospodinova, v_gospodinova@yahoo.com

76

67

Stella Terzieva, stella.terzieva@gmail.com

Ventsislav Krastev, borjana22@gmail.com

Zahari Popov, zaharie.popov@gmail.com

Plamen Slavov, psychopatzo@gmail.com

62

Stoyan Bashalov, bashvart@abv.bg

Ventsislav Todorov, whitelights1988@abv.bg

Zdravko Krastev, postz@rocketmail.com

R

Stoyan Georgiev, nyaots@gmail.com

Veselina Tomova, frozenstudio@hotmail.co.uk

Zlatin Karmashikov, zlatin85@abv.bg

Radoslav Mitrov, mitrow.art@gmail.com

Svetlana Urumova, svetlana_urumova@yahoo.com

Vessela Dancheva, vessela@compote-collective.com

Zlati Krumov, z_krumov@yahoo.com

Raina Gancheva, renygancheva@yahoo.fr

Svetlin Karlov, timkarlo@gmail.com

Vessela Koleva, vesela_89_@abv.bg

Rafail Nikolov, rafail_nikolov@yahoo.com

Svetlin Velinov, s.velinov@gmail.com

Robert Popov, +359 886 104 013, robpopov@gmail.com

Svetozar Petrov, svetozar_petrov@abv.bg

Victoria Dimitrova, +359879215070, c2larts@yahoo.com

Rositsa Vangelova, vangelova.rositsa@gmail.com

Svetoslav Angelov, svetoslavangelov1@gmail.com

Victoria Sholin, vikisss@abv.bg

Rossitza Rupchina, rupchina60@abv.bg

Svetoslav Stankov, stankov.creative@gmail.com

Victoria Tsvetkova

Rositsa Zaharieva, rossitsa.zaharieva@gmail.com

68

Svilen Petrov, hi@spovv.com

Roza Kolchagova, art_work@abv.bg

69

Svilen Dimitrov, svilen80@gmail.com

Viktor Mazhlekov, mazhlekov@gmail.com

Rozalina Petrova, petrovarozalina85@gmail.com

Sybilla Koritareva, s@grozen.com

Viktor Tankov, viktortankov@abv.bg

Rumyana Ivanchova, kisarra@gmail.com

T

Viktoriya Georgieva, moussee@abv.bg

Rusen Nanov, +359 899 884 534, rusen_nanov@abv.bg

Tanya Ivanova, taniabalkanska@abv.bg

Vitko Vitkov

S

Teodor Tsonkov, tedky@abv.bg

Vladimir Todorov, vlado64@gmail.com

Sabin Boykinov, s.boykinov@gmail.com

Todor Hristov, draken4o1@gmail.com

Vladislav Tomov, +359886649795, vladotomov@gmail.com

Sandra Blazheva, sandra_lb@abv.bg

Toma Genov, toma_genov@yahoo.com

Y

Sava Komitski, sava_komitski@yahoo.com

Toni Kondev, tonikondev@gmail.com

Yana Karpacheva, iana_mail@abv.bg

Silvia Dimitrova, sil_mil@abv.bg

Tonka Angelova, tonyang@abv.bg

Yana Popova, yappyarts@gmail.com

Tsenka Kuyumdjieva, zenka@abv.bg

Yanko Petrov, janko.petrov@gmail.com

Silvia Vladimirova, silvestrinabg@yahoo.com

Tsveta Petrova, clemantinepetrova@abv.bg

Yassen Kobarelov, iassenk@hotmail.com

Simeon Sokerov, +359895731734, s.sokerov@gmail.com

Tsveti Sarkisyan, tzveti_sarkisian@abv.bg

Yavor Kalachev, +359887224769, javor_kal@abv.bg

Slavei Gaidev, slaveigaidev@abv.bg

Tsvetan Uzunov, +359883473313, cecocd@abv.bg

Silvia Ivanova, silviya.n.ivanova@gmail.com

70

73

Victor Georgiev, victordobrev@yahoo.co.uk

75

Viktoria Gosheva, viktoria.gosheva@gmail.com

Yoana Alexandrova, alexandrova.yoana@gmail.com

77

78

79

80
81

Zahari Ivanov, zach.ivanov@abv.bg

Plamen Prokopiev, payko@abv.bg
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89
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МИНИСТЕРСТВО НА ОБРАЗОВАНИЕТО И НАУКАТА
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www.mon.bg
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